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In this paper we make use of the semigroup approach to study a boundary con- 
trol system with possibly unbounded output operator. Input and output functions 
take values in finite dimensional spaces. We detine the class of “modally canonical 
systems” and we show that a system of this class, which satisfies suitable conditions, 
can equivalently be described by the “system operator matrix” as well as by the 
transfer function. The implications of the canonicity assumption on the structure of 
the system are examined. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The frequency domain description of linear, multivariable lumped 
parameter systems can be found in [21, 8, 51. The frequency domain 
theory of distributed parameter systems has been pursued by many authors 
in recent times (see, for example, [6; 24, Chap. 81, and references therein), 
the input-output relation having been represented by a convolution 
equation. 
Most of the oldest results on distributed parameter systems make use of 
the state space description, while the relationships between the state space 
and the frequency domain approaches were investigated only in a few cases 
(essentially, in the case of distributed control action, in connection with 
realization theory [ 101, or for special classes of systems: [ 19, 14, 203, 
references therein). In this paper we want to develop further the relations 
between the state space and the frequency domain description of 
distributed parameter systems, also in the case that the control “acts on the 
boundary”. See [ 16,261 for recent contributions on this. 
* This paper was written with the financial support of the Minister0 della Pubblica 
lstruzione, within the scope of the GNAFA-CNR. 
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Following [9, 21 we consider a system described by 
75(t) = B”w(t) (2) 
y(t) = C&t) + D’v( t ) + D”W( t), (3) 
where 5 E X, a complex Hilbert space, u E P, w E C”. The operators g, B’, 
B”, 7, C, D’, D” are linear; cr: XzDom(a) -‘X; B’EL(P, X); B”E 
L(C”, H), H a Hilbert space; 7: Dam(a) G Dam(r) + H; C: Dam(a) G 
Dom( C) -+ Cp ; D’E L(P, Cp); D”E c L(C”, Cp). Further properties of 
the operators cr, 7 will be specified later on. 
The function v accounts for the action of distributed controls, while w 
accounts for the action of boundary controls. We assume that u, w, as well 
as the output y, are finite-dimensional, which is a common requirement in 
practical applications. In some cases however, for example in the study of 
interconnected systems, this assumption may be restrictive. We shall see 
that some of the following results do not depend on this assumption; but 
we shall aiso prove that this assumption has strong consequences on the 
structure of the system. In particular, if the transfer function T(z) can be 
defined as an analytic function in some region 52, it is a matrix of 
holomorphic functions, as studied in [13]. 
We stress the fact that the operators 0, 7, C are not required to be 
bounded. 
We follow a method introduced by Fattorini and Balakrishnan [2,9 3 
(see also [23]), and we associate to the system (l), (2) the “Dirichlet” 
problem 
a‘z=O (4) 
7Z"=G (5) 
(it will be @= Bw”). We assume: 
Assumption A. The problem (4), (5) admits a unique solution E, 
3= D6, DE L(H, X). 
Clearly, Im D c Ker cc Dam(a) and 7DR = 5. Let 5 be any strong 
solution of (l), (2), and x = < - E= 5: - DB”w. Then x E Dam(a) and 
7x = 0. Moreover, if w is of class C’, 
= o[ 5 - E] + B’u - DB”k. 
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Let us denote by F the restriction of 0 to Ker r: 
Dam(F) = Ker z n Dom(cr), Fx = cx, Vx E Dom( F). 
We assume: 
Assumption B. The operator F is the infinitesimal generator of a semi- 
group of class C,. 
Now we associate to (1 ), (2) the equation 
i = Fx + B’v - DB”k. (6) 
If w is of class C’ it is easy to see that any strong solution to (l), (2) 
provides a strong solution x = 5: - DB”w to Eq. (6), and conversely. Hence : 
PROPOSITION 1. If u E C ‘, w E C *, problem (l), (2) has a solution 5 
which satisfies the additional condition t(O + ) = &,, co + DB”w(0) E 
Dam(F). This solution is unique and for each T> 0 the function t + r(t), 
as an element of C(0, T; X), continuously depends on to. 
Now we associate the output (3) to Eq. (6). Moreover, to simplify 
further developments, we change the notations in (6) and (3). We write 
~=Fx+Gv+EG (7) 
y=Hx+Po+Qw, (8) 
where G = B’, E = -DB”, H = C, P = D’, Q = CDB” + D” (recall that 
Im D c Dam(a) E Dom C). We define m to be p + v. Relation (8) can be 
written, since we assume: 
Assumption C. Dam(F) z Dam(H). Moreover, there exist a, /I > 0 such 
that IIW <a llxll + P IIFxll. 
Essentially, we shall use the following easy consequence of the estimate 
in the previous assumption: 
LEMMA 2. We have 
/lH(~Z-F)~~xll d {cr.+BIzl~ll(~~-F~-lxll +Pllxll. 
Now we associate respectively to system (l)-(3) and to system (7), (8) 
the system (operator) matrices 
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The matrix S(z) was introduced in [16] and the matrix s(z) can be 
introduced in a similar way. Both of them contain all the informations 
given by the internal description of the system. 
Now we consider the external description of the system. If we excite 
system (7) with the signals u(t) = ez’uO, w(t) = ezfwO, zE p(F) can can find 
a solution of the form x(t) = ei’xO. The corresponding output is 
y( f ) = ei’yO, where 
y,,={H[zZ-F]-'[G,zE]+[P,Ql} ;; . II 
This observation suggests the introduction of the transfer ,function 
T(z) = H[zZ- F] -'[G, zE] + [P, Q], vzEP(F) 
which is a p x m matrix. 
PROPOSITION 3. The matrix T(z) is holomorphic on p(F). Moreover, if 
v E C’, w E C* are exponentially bounded and w(0) =O, then T(z)[ :\:!,2,‘,] is 
the Laplace transform of the output y(t) which corresponds to the initial 
condition x(0 + ) = 0. 
Proof: We refer to [ 111 for holomorphic operator functions. Since P, 
Q are constant matrices, we can assume in the proof that P = 0, Q = 0. 
From [22, p. 2571, (zl-F))‘[G, zE] is holomorphic on p(F). 
Moreover, (zl- F))‘GB(z) + (zl- F))‘zE$(z) is the Laplace transform of 
the solution to Eq. (l), with x(0) = 0 since w(0) = 0. 
The operator F has a closed graph, since it is the infinitesimal generator 
of a C,-semigroup, and Im(zZ- F))‘[G, zE] cDom(F). Hence, we can 
consider the function from C” to the graph of F 
F(z)u= ((zZ- F)-‘[G, zE] u(z), F(zZ- F))‘[G, zE] u(z)) 
= ((zl- F)-‘[G, zE] u(z), (zl- F) ‘z[G, zE] u(z) - [G, zE] u(z)). 
As both the components of F(z) U(Z) are holomorphic on p(F), the 
function ‘z -+ P(z) U(Z) is a holomorphic function in the weak, hence in 
the uniform topology of the graph of F. Assumption C implies that the 
operator A: fi(x, Fx) = Hx is linear and continuous from the graph of F 
to Cp. Hence, the composition RF(z) U(Z) = H(zZ- F))‘[G, zE] u(z) is 
holomorphic on p(F). Moreover, the Laplace transform of y(t) = Hx(t) = 
fi(x(t), Fx(t)) is &.2(z), F~(z)) = H(zZ- I”)-‘[G, zE] c(z), since F is a 
closed operator. i 
For a partial result in the direction of Proposition (3), compare [26]. 
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Remark. Most of the previous observations can be extended to the case 
of weak solutions. However, the present formulation is sufficient for this 
paper. 
Now we describe the scope of this paper in more detail. As T(z) is a 
holomorphic matrix, we can study its singularities and its zeros: T(z) is 
identified by them (a part a constant factor) in the scalar rational case. 
Hence, we fix our attention to a point z0 E cl@(F)) and we try to relate the 
properties of the restriction of T(z) to a neighbourhood of z0 with the 
properties of the matrices S(z), E(z). In the remaining part of this paper, 
we shall consistently use the following notations for the functions of the 
complex variable z: 
(1) x(z), b(z) denote X-valued functions; 
(2) u(z), w(z) are respectively C” and C-valued functions; 
(3) U(Z) is a P-valued function, U(Z) = col(u(z), w(z)); 
(4) y(z), q?(z) are CP-valued functions; 
(5) t(z) = Wx(z), u(z)), 1(z) = c01(x(z), Y(Z)). 
Each of the functions denoted with the previous symbols has the 
following properties with respect o a point zO, which is fixed once andfor 
all: the domain of any one of the functions is an open set a over which it 
is holomorphic, and which is dense in Vn p(F), V a neighbourhood of zO. 
We stress the fact that 52 may depend on the special function we are con- 
sidering, although we shall not explicitly mention this in the future. Hence, 
relations which involve more functions should be considered in the domain 
where all the functions are defined. Moreover, each one of the previous 
functions has a finite limit for z --+ z0 which we denote simply as, for 
example, x(2,), f$(z,), . . . . 
Moreover, we fix a comparison function f(z). This is a scalar function 
holomorphic in some open set a which is dense in Vn p(F) ( I/ is a 
neighborhood of zO) and such that 
f(zO) = lim f(z) = 0. 
2 -+ zo 
Finally, we note that, especially in the analysis of interconnected systems, 
G, E, P, Q may be holomorphic functions of z. The following results extend 
in a trivial way to this case, if G, E, P, Q are regular at z0 ([18], to see 
that this condition is unavoidable). Hence, we might use the notation 
L= CG, 4, M= CP, Ql, and L, A4 may be holomorphic operator 
functions, regular at zO. 
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2. AN EXAMPLE 
A simple example may help the reader. Let us consider a bar of unitary 
length, which is heated at s=O while the contour of the bar and the 
extremum s = 1 are isolated from the environment, so that we have the 
problem 
5, = L o<s< 1, t>o (9) 
Qt. 0) = w(r), 4,(& 1) = 0. (10) 
The output of the system is the temperature at s = 1: 
y(t) = 86 1). (11) 
Let X=L’(O, l), Dam(o)= {~EI-Z~~(O, l), [(l)=O}, at=r,,. We 
consider the problem 
Z- - .ss =o 
E(0) = w(t), Z,(l)=0 
which has the unique solution Z(t, S) = w(t). Hence, we can define 
x(t, S) = <(t, S) - w(t), so that, if UJ E C’, 
i-=x-k 
Dam(F)= {xeHz2(0, l),x(O)=O,i(l)=O), Fx = x,,, . 
The operator F is the infinitesimal generator of a C, semigroup and a 
simple calculation shows that a(F) = a,(F) = { -((2k + 1)2/4) z’} and that 
(o=Jz, 
W-F)-‘x= -[f~jj:cosh~(l--9)x(S)& 
sinh cr(t -s) x(s) ds , 1 z#O 
(zZ- F)-‘x = - 1’ ji x(s) ds dr - z 1: x(s) ds 
+ 1’ jr x(s) ds dr, z = 0. 
0 0 
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Hence, for x = -zE = -z, we find that 
T(z) = H(zZ- I;)-’ zE+ 1 
= -z{-+$[;cosh~(l-s)ds 
+Ljl sinh a( 1 - S) ds + 1 
CO 
1 =- 
cash c’ 
FJZ, 
a result we can find easily also by direct substitution of 
x(t) = eZ’x0, w(t) = e%o, y(t)=e”‘y,. 
Now, the singularities of T(z) are simple poles, located at the points of 
a,(F) which, in turn, are simple eigenvalues. This is exactly a result we 
would like to get: conditions under which the analysis of the singularities 
of T(z) fully characterizes a(F). 
3. PRELIMINARY MATERIAL 
In this section we give the definitions of the zeros and of the singularites 
of an operator valued function z + K(z), defined on an open set Sz E C. For 
each ZEO, K(z) is a linear operator from a normed linear space X to a 
normed linear space Y. In particular, K(z) may be S(z) or C(z); hence, we 
do not assume that, for a given z, K(z) is a bounded operator. We assume 
that Dom(K(z)) is dense in X and is independent of z, although these 
assumptions could easily be removed. 
Let Z~E cl Sz be fixed. We define three subspaces G’(K), G”(K) in A’, 
c(K) in Y with respect o the fixed point zO. When the functions z + K(z) 
is understood, we write shortly G’, G”, G. 
The subspaces G’, G” are connected with the properties of z. as a zero 
of K(z): 
DEFINITION 1. G’ (G”) is the subset of those vectors x0 E X such that for 
every (for some) positive rational r we can find functions X(Z) such that 
(1) the function z -+ x(z) is defined on an open set 52’ which is dense 
in Q n V, where V is a suitable neighbourhood of z,; 
(2) the limit lim, _ z. x(z) =x0 exists; 
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(3) x(z) E Dom(K(z)) for each z E Q’ n $2 n V; 
(4) there exists I++(Z) such that K(z) x(z) =f(z)’ $(z). 
Remarks. (1) Properties 1, 2 are a consequence of the use of the 
notation x(z) (compare Section 1). They were listed only to help the reader. 
Analogous properties hold for tj(z). 
(2) As we stated the functionf(z) is a fixed comparison function. As 
r is a rational number, f(z)’ need not be a univalent function. We intend 
that a determination of f(z)’ has been fixed, and that the previous 
equalities holds where all the functions involved are defined. 
(3) For analogous definitions in the case when K(z) is a matrix or a 
bounded operator, compare [13] and [4]. 
Clearly, G” 2 G’ 3 (0) and G’, G” are subspaces of X. 
DEFINITION 2. We say that z0 is a zero of K(z) when G” #G’. 
Let z0 E cl Q be a zero of K(z). Let us assume that it is possible to find 
a family of vectors xi E G” with the following properties: 
(i) clspan((x,j, G’j=clG” 
(ii) If I is a finite set of indexes and ~11 are complex numbers such 
that 1 ujxj E G’, then c(i = 0 V’ E I. 
DEFINITION 3. A set of vectors {xi} in G” which satislies the previous 
properties i, ii will be called a maximal G’-independent set in G”. 
Let z0 be a zero of K(z) and x E G”. We associate to the vector x the 
number 
rX = sup{r E Q: 3x(z), q(z), x(zO) = x, K(z) x(z) =f(z)‘cp(z)}. 
Of course, rX = co iff x E G’. 
LEMMA 1. Let {xi} be a subset of G”, x E span{xi}. Then r, > min{ rX, }. 
The proof runs as in [ 13, Lemma 4.11. As in that paper, this observation 
suggests that we define the subspaces 
Gk = {x E G”, rx > k}, 
where k is a fixed real number. Clearly, if h 2 k, Gk 2 G, 2 G’ 3 {O}. If X is 
a separable space, a (possibly finite) sequence {Gkn} can be found of 
distinct subspaces among the Gk. In this case, the numeric structure of the 
zero z,, is the sequence {(rz,, d,)}, where ni = inf{ rX, x E, G, } and dj is the 
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codimension of G,,+, in Gk,. (We intend that {ki } be an increasing 
sequence. Moreover, if {kj} is a finite sequence {k,, . . . . k,} then d, is the 
codimension of G’ in G,J. The structure of the zero is the sequence {Gk,} 
(compare [25]). The multiplicity fiK(zO) of the zero z,, of K(z) is 
Cnjdj< fco. 
Now we consider the unbounded singularities of K(z). Let us assume 
that there exists a function x(z), x(z) E Dom(K(z)), such that 
lim sup l/K(z) x(z)11 = +co. 
I - zo 
In this case we say that z,, is a unbounded singularity of K(z). We define: 
DEFINITION 4. G is the subspace of Y whose elements y, have the 
following property: there exist functions x(z), y(z), y(zO) = yO, and I E Q, 
r > 0 such that K(z) x(z) =f(z)-‘y(z). 
Of course, 0 E G, which is a subspace of Y. But it may be that g = (0) 
even if z0 is an unbounded singularity of K(z), because of an unsuitable 
choice off(z) (see [13]). 
The previous arguments uggest hat we consider 
rY=sup{rEQ: 3x(z), Y(Z), Y(z~)=Y, K(z)x(z)=f(z)-'y(z)}. 
Of course, ry > 0 iff y E G. Moreover, if y E span{ yj), yj’~ z‘, then 
ry > min{ryl}. Hence, we can define, for any v E R, G’ = { y : ry > v}. 
If X is a separable space, at most a denumerable subset (G”l} of sub- 
spaces G’ will be different and we can define the structure and the numeric 
structure of the unbounded singularity z0 respectively as the (possibly 
finite) sequences {G”‘>, ((vi, S,)>, h w ere ai Q +cc is the codimension of 
G”‘. The multiplicity of the unbounded singularity z0 is m,Jz,,) = C vj Sj 
(which corresponds, in the lumped parameter case, to the MacMillan 
degree of the pole). 
We close this section with an example that shows that the previous 
definitions are not so powerful as to capture all the properties of the matrix 
K(z). 
EXAMPLE. Let z0 = 0 and let the comparison function f(z), f(0) = 0, be 
fixed. Let A’= Y=I* and K(z)= (zl-F)-‘, F=Z+ S. The operator S is 
7 ,riFh;, shllf;: S(x,, x2, x3, . ..) = (0, x1, x2, x3 . ..). Hence, z0 = 0 E a(F) = 
z, z d . 
The function z + K(z) is holomorphic on p(F) and the rth component 
of K(z) x(z) = (zl- F)-‘x(z) is p,(z) = xi’=, (xj(z)/(z - l)‘+j+‘). Now 
q,(O) = Cl= 1 (xj(0)/( - l)‘--j+‘) is bounded. Hence, if K(z) x(z) = 
f(z)-“y(z), v >O, y(O) must be zero: G= (0) for any choice of the 
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comparison function J Nevertheless, z = 0 is an unbounded singularity 
K(z). In fact, let x(z) E x,, = (l/n). Then, for Re z < 0, we have 
of 
II(zZ-F)-‘x(z)ll*= f i l r=* j=lJ(z- l)‘-(j-l’ *<a 
since z E p(F). Now, let z = x < 0 be real, and let us consider the limit for 
x -+ 0. Clearly, for each r, 
1 
i C(x-l)‘/j12 Ix- 112r+2 ,=1 
-+ jc, [(-l)‘li3~*>(l,4)log’2=A. 
The last inequality holds for r large enough; say for r > R. If N > 0 is given, 
there exists a number S =6(N) such that for 1x1 < 6 we have 
1 
i [(x-l)j/j] *- i [(-l)‘/j] 2<A,2 
lx- 11*r+* j=l I 1 j=l 
for each r, R < r < R + N. Hence, 
1 ’ 
c [(x-l)‘/j] *>A,2 
[x-11*‘+* iz, 
for 1x1 <6(N), R < r < R + N. Consequently, 
for 1x1 <6(N), i.e., lim sup II(zZ- F))‘x(z)ll = +co, so that z = 0 is an 
unbounded singularity, even if G is the zero subspace whatever the 
comparison function f could be. 
4. MODALLY CANONICAL SYSTEMS 
If dim X< co, the relevant condition for the investigation of internal and 
external properties of a linear system is that there exist functions X(z), 
U(z), f(z), Y(z) holomorphic in a neighborhood of z0 and with values in 
suitable spaces, such that 
(zl- F) X(z) + G(z) U(z) = Z (12) 
Z(z)(zZ- F) + Y(z)H= I. (13) 
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Conditions (12), (13) have been extensively used in the theory of lumped 
parameter systems, sometimes implicitly, since they are equivalent to the 
Hautus conditions 
Im(z,Z- F) + Im B(z,) = X (14) 
Ker(z,Z- F) n Ker H= (0) (15) 
and to the controllability and observability properties of the system. 
Attempts to extend controllability/observability conditions to distributed 
parameter systems have been presented by many authors in past years [7]. 
A class of systems that was deeply studied is the class of systems with 
delays. It turns out that conditions (12) (13) or, equivalently, (14), (15) 
can be extended to delay systems and that such an extension is really 
significant [15, 14, 193. Motivated by the results in [lS], Bhat and 
Wonham [ 11 studied conditions (14), (15) in the case that X is a Banach 
space (compare [17]). Condition (12) may be written in a Banach (or in 
a Hilbert) space (I is the identity operator), while condition (13) requires 
some care, since Dam(F) is only dense in X. 
We have the extension for condition (13) 
[f(z)(zZ- F) + Y(z)H]x = x, Vx E Dam(F) (13’) 
or, equivalently, 
I extends z(z)(zZ- F) + Y(z) H. (13”) 
In the following, we shall refer to (13’) or equivalently (13”) as “condi- 
tions (13),” without any confusion, since (13’) is equivalent to (13) if 
dim(X) < co. 
A system will be called zO - m.can. (modally canonical) when there exist 
a neighborhood of z,, and holomorphic valued operator functions X(z), 
U(z), y(z), Y(z) (over V) with values in the proper space, which satisfy 
(12) and (13). 
We refer to [ 111 for the properties of holomorphic operator valued 
functions. 
Now we study the relationships between the properties (12), (13) and 
(14), (15). 
LEMMA 1. Let X, Y be Hilbert spaces and z + P(z) be a holomorphic 
function, P(z) E L(X, Y) for any z in a neighbourhood of z = 0. Let us assume 
that Im P(0) = Y. Then there exists a neighbourhood V of z = 0 where P(z) 
has a holomorphic right inverse. 
409.'142/1-16 
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Proof: Let KE L( Y, X) be a right inverse of P(0). The operator K may 
be defined, since P(0) is invertible from [Ker P(O)]* to Y. The inverse of 
the restriction of P(0) to [Ker P(O)] ’ is clearly linear, and it is bounded 
since P(0) is bounded and surjective. 
Let us write P(z) = P(0) +zQ(z), so that P(z)K= Z+zQ(z)K Since 
z -+ P(z) is holomorphic near z = 0, there exists a constant M> 0, such 
that IIQ(z)KI( < M in a neighbourhood W of z =O. Then, if 
v= {ZE w, IZI < l/M}, we see that (Z+zQ(z)K) is invertible, and 
P(z)[K(I+zQ(z)K)-‘1 is the identity over Y. Hence, P(z) has a right 
inverse for any z E V. 
Now we can prove 
THEOREM 2. Conditions (12) and (14) are equivalent. 
Proof It is clear that condition (12) implies condition (14). Hence, we 
prove the converse implication. Let us assume that z,=O and consider the 
function z -+ [zZ- F, G(z)]. We cannot apply Lemma 1 directly to this 
function, since the operator F need not be bounded. But it is closed 
(Assumption B) and we can consider the holomorphic function z --) P(z), 
P(z) E L(graph(F) x C”, X): P(z)(x, Fx, u) = (zl- F)x + G(z)u. The 
operator P(0) is surjective (condition (14)). Hence, P(z) has a right 
inverse in a neighborhood of z =O. Then, from ([3, Theorem 2.11) there 
exists a right inverse K(z) which is a holomorphic function of z, 
K(z): X-+ graph(F) x C”. Hence, the operator K(z) may be represented as 
K(z) = ((X(z), F-X(z)), U(z)) and Z= P(z) K(z) = (zl- F)X(z) + G(z) U(z), 
i.e., condition (14)). 
Remark. The assumption that u belongs to a finite dimensional space is 
not crucial in the previous proof. 
It is interesting to note that condition (13) implies condition (15), but 
that condition (15) does not imply condition (13), as the following example 
shows : 
EXAMPLE. Let X= L’(O, l), zO= 0, Dom(F)=X, Fx=fAx(s) ds. It is 
known that a(F)= (0) =0,(F), so that Ker(zZ- F)= (0) for each z. 
Hence, (zl- F)-’ EL(X, X) Vz #O and if we choose H=O, condition (15) 
holds. But condition (13) cannot be satisfied. In fact, if f(z) is a 
holomorphic operator function such that f(z)(zZ- F) = 2, then for z # 0 
f(z) is the operator given by 
(f(z) y) = i y(t) + -$ ji e(l’z)(r-s)y(s) ds. 
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The point z = 0 is not a regular point, or a removable singularity, 
of the function z + X(z). In fact, if for example z = l/n and y(t) = 1, 
tJw/n) y](t) = neR’, a sequence of functions which does not converge for 
n+co. 
Nevertheless, in Section 6 we shall see that condition (13) and (15) are 
equivalent in an important case. 
5. THE SPECTRUM AND THE SINGULARITIES 
OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION 
In order to simplify the notation, in this section (zl- F)-’ will be 
indicated as R(z), and the argument z will not be explicitly written, unless 
this is necessary for clarity. 
From conditions (12), (13) we have 
(zl-F)-‘G(z) U(z)=(zZ-F)-‘-X(z), 
i.e. 
RGU=R-X (16) 
and 
i.e. 
YHR=R-2. (17) 
As X(z), f(z) are regular at zO, 
LEMMA 1. For any r>O we haoe dim(G’(RGU))=dim(G’(R)); 
dim G’( YHR) = dim G’(R). 
We know that U(z), G(z) are holomorphic at zO. Hence, from (16), 
dim(G’(R)) = dim(G’(RGU)) < dim(G’(RG)) 6 dim(G’(R)), i.e. 
LEMMA 2. rf condition (12) holds, G’((zZ-F)-‘) and G’((zZ-F)-’ 
G(z)) have the same dimension for each r > 0. 
The analogous result for the operator ZZ(zZ- F)-’ requires two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let us ussume that H(zZ-F)-‘x~(z)=~-~~(z) $Jz), rj>O, 
and that the vectors Gj(zO) are linearly independent. Zf condition (13) holds 
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then (zZ-F)-‘~j(~)=f-“(2) qj( ) z , i.e. lim(zZ- F)-‘f’,(z) x,(z) exists for 
each index j, and cp,(z,) are independent vectors. 
Proof: We have from (17) Rx,f’i = fxjf” + Ytij, so that Rx,f r admits 
a finite limit for z + zO. 
Let cpi(z) = R(z) f Q(z) xj(z), and let us assume that C ajqj(z,) = 0. 
Let us note that qj(z) E Dam(F) and that (vj(z), flxj(z)) belongs to the 
graph of F, which is closed. Hence, (qj(z,), 0) also belongs to the graph of 
F. In particular, pj(zO) E Dam(F). 
From Lemma 1.2, 
l~H~aiBi(z)!~ G(‘+BIzI) I/Ziei(z)!~ +f ~~ZEifr’(z)xi(z)Ij. 
The right hand side tends to zero, since ri> 0 and we assumed that 
C aicpi(zO) = 0. Hence, [ZZC cr,rp,(z)] -+ 0 for z + zO. But Hz qcpi(z) = 
C qH(zZ- F)-‘f”(z) xi(z) = C U&~(Z), i.e. x CQ~~(Z~) = 0. 
This condition implies that oli= 0 for each index i, since the vectors 
+i(zO) are linearly independent. m 
Conversely, 
LEMMA 4. Let us assume that (zl- F)-‘xi(z) = f -‘l(z) q,(z), ri > 0 and 
that qi(zo) are independent vectors. Then, if condition (13) holds, Hqi(z) = 
tii(z), i.e.lim,,., Hqi(z) exists, and the vectors tii(zO) are linearly independent. 
Proo$ As Hqi(z) = HR(z) f(z)“xi(z), from Assumption C we have 
IIff~~(z)-H~i(z’)ll 
= 11 HR(z) f(z)rlxi(z) - HR(z’) f “(z’) xi(z’)ll 
~crIIR(~)f(z)~'Xi(z)-R(z') f’g(z’)xi(z’)ll 
+pIJF(zZ-F)-‘f(z)“xi(z)-F(z’Z-F)-~~(Z’)”X~(Z’)I( 
< ~1 IIR(z) f(z)“xi(z)-R(z’) f “(z’) xi(z’)/l 
+PCllf(z)"Xi(Z)-f(Z')r'Xi(Z')Il + llzR(~)f(z)‘~xi(z) 
-z’R(z’) f”(z’)x,(z’)l(]. 
Hence, lim, _ z. Hqi(z) exists from the Cauchy test. 
Now, let ai be numbers such that 1 IX~$~(Z~) = 0, i.e. C criHqi(zO) = 0. 
As (zl-F) C cl,cp,(z) =C olifri(z)xi(z) is zero for z=z,,, the vector 
cp,, = 2 or,cp,(z,,) belongs to Ker(z,Z- F) n Ker H. From condition (13) we 
have that ‘pO =O, so that the numbers &i must be zero since the vectors 
cpi(xO) are linearly independent. 1 
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LEMMA 5. If condition (13) holds, dim(G’(zZ - F))‘) = dim 
G’(H(zZ- F)-‘) for each r > 0. 
Proof. We show firstly that muR(zo) <IMP. Let $i(z) be functions 
such that $i(z)f(~)-r~=ZZR(z)xi(z) and such that the vectors tji(zO) are 
linearly independent. Then, from Lemma 3, R(z) xi(z) =f-“cp,(z) and the 
vectors qi(zO) are linearly independent, so that G’((zZ-F))‘) has larger 
dimension then G’(H(zZ-F))‘) for each r. 
Conversely, let R(z) xi(z) =f-‘l(z) q,(z). Then, from Lemma 4, 
ZZR(z) xi(z) =f-‘l(z) IcIl(z) and the vectors $i(zO) are linearly independent 
if the vectors cpi(zo) are linearly independent. Hence, for any r we get that 
dim(G’(R))<dim G’(Z-ZR), and so the equality. 1 
More important :
THEOREM 6. Zf the system is z,-m.can., then dim(G’(T)) = 
dim(G’(zZ- F)-‘) for each r > 0. 
ProoJ In fact we prove that dim(G’(ZZRG)) = dim G’(RG), so that 
the conclusion follows from Lemma 2, since [P, Q] is regular at zO. 
Let R(z) Gu,(z) =f-“vi(z), cpi(zo) linearly independent vectors. Then, 
from Lemma 4, (xi(z) = G(z) ui(z)), we know that HR(z) G(z) q(z) = 
f-‘(z) tji(z) and h t e vectors tji(zO) are linearly independent. Hence, 
dim(G’(RG)) < dim(G’(HRG)) for any r > 0. 
Conversely, let us assume that HR(z) G(z) ui(z) =f-‘l(z) tii(z), tii(zO) 
independent vectors. From Lemma 3, R(z) G(z) ui(z) =f-‘l(z) q,(z) and 
the vectors cpi(z,) are linearly independent. Hence, dim(G’(HRG)) d 
dim(G’(RG)) for each r, and we have the equality. 1 
We believe that the previous results prove the relevance of conditions 
(12), (13) in the frequency domain analysis of boundary control systems. 
So, in the next section, we push this investigation further. We note that the 
finite dimensionality of the input and output spaces was not used in the 
previous proofs. So we start considering explicitly the effects of this natural 
assumption. 
6. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF MODALLY CONTROLLABLE SYSTEMS 
We recall that the functions u and y take values in finite dimensional 
spaces. Then : 
THEOREM 1. Ifu~ Cm and condition (12) holds then z,,$ a,(F). 
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Proof. We consider the case u E C” and we prove that condition (12) 
implies that Im(z,Z- F) is closed. For simplicity, let us put z,, = 0. 
Let V = Im F, W = Im G(0). Condition (12) implies that X= V + W = 
(VnW’)@W and V=(VnW)@(VnW’). We show that VnW’ is 
closed, so that the condition follows from Corollary 7.4. In [ 121, since 
V n W is finite-dimensional. 
Let {u,} be a convergent sequence, v, --+ uo, v, E V n WI. We can repre- 
sent v. as v,=u’+w’, v’EVnWI, w’ E W and we prove that W’ = 0, so 
that v,=v’EVnW’. In fact, for every HEW, (vo,~)=lim(v,,w)=O 
and (v’, w)=O, so that w’EW, and (w’, w)=O VWEW. Hence, w’=O. 
In a special, but important, case we have more: 
THEOREM 2. Let y be a simple closed curve in p(F) and a be a component 
of a(F) contained in the internal region 0, of y. Let us assume that the 
operator functions X(z), U(z) are holomorphic and satisfy (12) on a region 
which contains cl(0,). Then a is the union offinitely many eigenvalues each 
one of them offinite multiplicity. 
Proof Let 
P=&.j (zl-F)-‘dz=&j [X(z)+(zZ-F)-‘G(z)U(z)] dz 
Y Y 
=&.J (zl-F)-‘G(z) U(z)dz. 
Y 
It is known [ 11, p. 2081 that P is a projection and that FP= PF= P. 
Moreover, a(FP) = d u (0). The result is now a consequence of the fact 
that Im P is a finite dimensional subspace of X. To see this, let us look at 
the last integral in the definition of P. As the integral function is uniformly 
continuous over y in the uniform operator topology, the integral is the 
“limit” of the Riemann sums 
C [(ZjZ-F)-‘G(2J U(Z,)](z(tJ-z(+)) 
(t + z(t) is a parameterization of y). The square bracket is a finite dimen- 
sional operator for any index j, so that the sum has finite dimensional 
range. This implies that the value P of the integral is a compact operator. 
Since P is a projection, Im(P) is a finite dimensional space [ll, 
Theorem 1.12, 21. 1 
A consequence of this result is that if, for example, X= 1 2 and F is the 
right or left shift, functions X(z), U(z) which satisfy (12) over {z, IzI < R} 
cannot exist for R > 1, whatever the function G(z) over C” could be. 
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Now : 
LEMMA 3. Let us assume that F is reduced by a pair of complementary 
subspaces N, M NE Dam(F). Let P be the projection of X over N along M, 
I, = PI, F, = PF= PFP. If the system is z,, - m.can., then 
Im(z,Z, - FN) + Im PG(z,) = N. 
If (zoZ,-F,)x=O and HPx=O and XEN, then x=0. 
(18) 
(19) 
Proof Clear, since we can write F= diag(F,, F,,,,), G(z,) = col[PG(z,), 
(I-P) G(z,)], H=row[HP, H(I- P)]. 1 
Now we can prove a partial converse to Theorem 5.6. 
THEOREM 4. Let z0 be an isolated point of the spectrum which is an 
eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. If dim(G’(zI- F)) = dim(G’( T)) for each 
r > 0, then the system is z0 - m.can. 
Proof Let N be the generalized eigenspace of zO, so that the matrices 
F, G(z), H can be written in the forms [22, p. 3061) 
F= F, 0 [ 1 G,(z) 0 F2 ’ G(z) = G,(z) i 1 
H= CH,, HJ 
(20’) 
(20”) 
and z,, E p(F,). Now, H(zZ - F)-‘G(z) = H,(zZ - I;,)-‘Gl(z) + 
H,(zI- FJIGz(z), and H,(zZ- F,)-‘G,(z)is bounded, so thatdim(G’(T)) 
= dim(G’(H,(zZ - F,))‘G,(z)) = dim G,((zZ - I;,)) = dim(G,(zZ - F)) for 
each r. Hence, from finite dimensional theory (see [21] or Theorem 5.1 in 
[ 18]), conditions (18), (19) hold over N. As Im(zZ- F,) is a complemen- 
tary subspace of N, and Ker(zI - F2) = {0}, we get the conclusion. 1 
Moreover, 
THEOREM 5. Let z. be an isolated point of o(F) which is an eigenvalue 
of finite multiplicity. Then, for each r >O, dim(G’(zZ- F)-‘) = 
dim(G,(zZ- F)). 
Proof: Again, we write F= diag(F, , F2), F, a finite-dimensional operator. 
Then dim(G,(zI- F)) = dim(G,(zI- F,)) = dim(G’(zI- F,))‘) = 
dim(G’(zZ- F)-‘), the central equality from finite-dimensional theory. 1 
We noted already that condition (13) implies condition (15). Now: 
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THEOREM 6. Zf q, is an isolated point of o(F) which is an eigenvalue of 
finite multiplicity, then condition (15) implies condition (13). 
ProoJ Still, we represent the operators as in (20’), (20”). Condition 
(15) implies that Ker(zZ- F,) n Ker H, = 0, so that 
Im HT + Im(?,Z- F:) = N. 
Hence, from Theorem 4.2, there exist 8*(z), Y*(z) such that H:Y*(z) + 
(zl- F:) 8*(z) is the identity Z over N. Hence, I= p(z)(zZ-F,) + 
m HI. This implies that Z = &z)(zZ- F) + Y(z)H, if Y(z) = 
diag[ Y(z), 01, z(z) = diag(y(z), (zl- F2)-l). 1 
7. THE PROPERTIES OF THE TRANSMISSION ZEROS 
Now, we investigate the relations between the zeros of T(z) and the 
zeros of S(z). As the dynamic properties were investigated in [16] we 
consider the properties of z,, as zero of T(z) and of S(z). The relationships 
between S(z) and ,X(z) will be investigated in the next section. 
In order to speed up the proofs, (zl- F)-’ will be denoted as R(z), as 
in Section 5, and the argument z is not indicated unless really necessary. 
If z0 is zero of a holomorphic operator valued function, in general, the 
dimension of G” may be infinite. But, since T(z) is a p x m matrix, 
dim G”(S) < cc if the system is z0 - m.can. Two preliminary lemmas are 
required in order to see this: 
LEMMA 1. Let t(z) = col(x(z), u(z)), q(z) = col(cp(z), ll/(z)) be functions 
such that S(z) t(z) =f’(z) q(z). Zf condition (12) holds, then there exist 
functions u’(z), $‘(z) such that 
T(z)Cu(z) +.f(z)‘~‘(z)l =f(z)’ F(z). 
Proof: If S<=f’q, then x=R-‘Gu+f’R-‘cp, Hx+ [P, Q]u=f’$. 
Hence, Tu = (HR-‘G + [P, Q]} u =f’$ -f’HRq From (12), (zZ- F)x’ 
+ Gu’ = cp if x’ = Xcp, u’ = Uqn. Since Dam(H) 2 Dam(F), HRq = HRGu’ 
+ Hx’ and Tu’ = HRq - Hx’ + [P, Q] u’. Consequently, T[u + f’u’] = 
fr{ II/ - Hx’ + [P, Q] u’} =f’t,V. In fact, lim,,,, Hx’(z) exists, since 
x’(z) E Dam(F) and lim, _ rg Fx(z) exists, by an argument analogous to that 
used in the proof of Lemma 5.4. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let t,(z) = col(x,(z), ui(z)) be functions such that S(z) r,(z) 
=f”(z) Ii/i(z), ri >O. rf the vectors <,(zO) are linearly independent and 
condition (13) holds, then the vectors ui(zO) are linearly independent. 
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Proof: Let ai be numbers such that C aiui(zO) =0 and consider that 
S(z) C aiti(z) is zero for z = z,,. From the second block row of this equality 
we get 
O=HC CC,X~(Z~)+ [P, Q] 1 Eiui(z,)=HC tLixi(zg). 
From the first block row we get 
0 = (z,Z- F) c cciXi(ZO) = 0. 
From condition (15) (which is implied by (13)) we get that C clixi(z,,) = 0. 
Hence, C ai<, = 0 and the numbers ei must be zero, since the vectors 
rl(z,) are linearly independent. 1 
Now : 
THEOREM 3. Zfthe system is zo- m.can., then dim(G”(S)) < dim( G”( T)) 
< 03. 
Proof. In fact, each independent set in G”(S) provides an independent 
set in G”(T). 1 
Theorem 3 relays on the finite-dimensionality of the input space and 
asserts that, when the system is z0 - m.can., the methods in Section 3 are 
powerful enough to study the structure of the zeros of S(z). 
The main results that we prove in this section are the following: 
THEOREM 4. Zf the system is z0 - m.can., then dim(G’(S)) = dim(G’( T)). 
THEOREM 5. Zf the system is z0 - m.can., then z0 is a zero of S(z) if and 
only if it is a zero of T(z) and dim(G,(s)) = dim(G,( T)) for each r > 0. 
The proof requires some lemmas: 
LEMMA 6. Let us assume condition (13). Then, if T(z) u(z) = f ‘(2) $(z), 
r>O, col[(zZ-F))‘G(z) u(z), u(z)] =5(z), i.e. the limit lim,,.,(zZ-F)-’ 
G(z) u(z) exists. 
Proof. In fact, from ( 13), 
~Gu + YHRGu = RGu. 
The left hand side admits a limit, since YHRGu = Y{ T- [P, Q] } u and 
[P, Q] is regular at z,,. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let { 4, > be an independent set in G’(S), 
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ti = col(x,, ui). Then S(z) ti(z) =f(z)“ui(z) for any rational r and suitable 
functions ci(z), ri(zO) = li. From Lemmas 1, 2, {z+} is an independent set 
in G’(T). Hence, dim(G’(S)) < dim(G’(T)). We prove now the converse 
inequality. 
Let ui(z) be functions such that ui(zo) are independent vectors, T(z) ui(z) 
= f’$i(z). Then rj(z) = col(R(z) G(z) ui(z), ui(z)) satisfy S(Z) ri(z) = 
f(Z)" COl(Op I/Ii(Z)). Th e vectors <,(zO) are linearly independent, since the 
second components ui(z,,) are. [ 
Now we assume that z. is a zero of S(z), i.e. that G”(S) properly 
contains G’(S). Let to E G”(S), to # G’(S). Then 
LEMMA 7. The point z. is a zero of T(z) too. 
Proof: Let t(z) = col(x(z), u(z)) be such that <(zo) = to and S(z) t(z) = 
f’(z) q(z). We show that u. = u(zo) E G”(T)\G’( T). We know from 
Lemma 1 that we can find u’(z), t,V(z) such that T(z)[u(z) +f’(z) u’(z)] = 
f’(z) $‘(z). Hence, u. E G”(T). Let us assume by contradiction that 
u. E G’(T). Let l;(z) = col(xj(z), u:(z)) be functions such that the vectors 
{t:(z,)} are a basis of G’(S). Then (Lemmas 1,2) the vectors {u:(zo)} are 
a basis of G’(T), i.e. { uo, ui(zo)} is a linearly dependent set. From Lemma 2, 
the set {5Xzo), ti(zo)} is a linearly dependent set. This last fact is not true, 
since ((z,) 4 G’(S). 1 
Now we prove the converse: 
LEMMA 8. Zf z. is a zero of T(z), then z. is a zero of S(z) too. 
Proof: Let u(zo) E G”( T)\G’(T), T(z) U(Z) = f(z)‘+(z), and (Lemma 6) 
t(z) = col[R(z) G(z) u(z), u(z)]. Clearly, &zo) E G”(S). We assert that 
t(zo) 4 G’(S). This is a consequence of Lemma 1 which implies that if 
&o) E G’(S) th en u(zo) E G’(T), which is not the case. 1 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 5. We prove that for each r > 0 
G,(S) and G,(T) have equal dimension. 
Let ui(z) be functions such that ui(zo) are independent vectors in G,(T): 
Tui = fr +&ei (to be precise, E should depend on the index i). Then, the vec- 
tors col(<Jz,), ui(zo)), t,(z) = R(z) G(z) ui(z) (Lemma 6) are independent 
elements in G,(S). Hence, the dimension of G,(S) is not less then the 
dimension of G,(T). 
Conversely, let ri(zo) be independent vectors in G,(S), S(z) {Jz) = 
fl+&qi. Then (Lemmas 1,2) the vectors ui(zo) are independent elements in 
G,(T): the dimension of this subspace is not less then that of G,(S). This 
completes the proof. 1 
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8. THE MATRICES S(z) AND C(z) 
Now we consider the relationships between the zeros of S(z) and those 
of z(z). First of all, we prove the following result: 
THEOREM 1. For each r 2 0, we haoe Dim(G,(C)) > Dim(G,(S)). 
Proof Let us assume that S(z) col[x(z), u(z), w(z)] =f’ col[#(z), 
$(z)], i.e. that 
f’b = (zl- F)x - Gv - zEw = (zl- F)x - B’v - zDB”w 
= (zl- a)x - B’v + zDB”w = (zl- o)[x + DB”w] - B’v 
since Im(D) E Ker cr. Moreover, 
f’~=Hx+Pv+Qw=Cx+D’u+[CDB”+D”]w 
= C[x + DB”w] + D’u + D”w. 
As r(x + DB”w) - B”w = 0 since x E Dam(F) s Ker z and zDB”w = B”w, we 
have 
C(z) col{ [x + DB”w], u, w} =f’ col(4,0, tj). 
The result follows, since (x(z,,) + DB”w(z,,), v(z,J, w(z,J) is the zero vector 
if and only if x(z,,) = 0, v(zO) = 0, w(zO) = 0. 1 
Now we can prove: 
THEOREM 2. Zf Im(D) G Dam(C) and the operator CD is bounded, then, 
for each r > 0, we have dim(G,(C)) = dim(G,(S)). 
Proof After Theorem 1, we prove that dim(G,(S))>dim(G,(z)). Let 
us assume that C(z) col(x(z), v(z), w(z)) = f’(z) col($(z), o(z), tj(z)), i.e. 
that: 
f’$= (zl-a)x- B’u 
To = TX - B”w 
f’$ = Cx + D’v + D”w. 
Hence, 
0 = T[X -f’Do - DB”w], 
f’[d + z Do] = (zl- a)[x -f’Dw - DB”w] - B’v - zDB”w 
= (zl- F)[x - f’Do - DB”w] - B’v - zDB”w 
f’[$ + CDw] = C[x -f’Do - DB”w] + CDB”w + D’v + D”w. 
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As D and CD are bounded, z + Dw(z), z --) CDw(z) are holomorphic when 
w(z) is holomorphic, and admit limits for z + z0 if w(z) has this property. 
Hence, the limit for z + z0 of col( [x -f’Dw - DB”w], u, w) E G,(S), and it 
is zero if and only if x(0) = 0, u(0) =O, w(O) = 0. This completes the 
proof. 1 
If D acts on a finite dimensional space and Im(D) 5 Dam(C), then CD 
is a (linear and) bounded operator. However, the finite dimensionality 
of the input and output spaces is not required in this section. A natural 
condition under which CD is bounded is the following one: 
Assumption C’. dom(cr) s Dam(C) and there exist numbers a, h such 
that 
IICXII dall.dl +mxll. I 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we considered a large class of distributed parameter 
systems, which allows for boundary controls and observations. The key 
assumption for most of the results we got is that the spaces of the values 
of the controls and observations should be finite dimensional. We proved 
that the external description and the internal description of a system are 
equivalent for a z,-modally canonical system. The implications of this 
assumption on the structure of the system were examined in Section 6. 
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